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Irregularities in manifolds



IGA -- what works: 1. Many constructions for irregularities        



IGA -- what works: 1. irregularities on manifolds

Finite Element Obstacle course:          meshingless analysis



IGA -- what works: 1.  irregularities on manifolds    
C^1 Basis functions for splines over irregular meshes

use G-spline for geometry & displacement function

g(eneralized) IGA = use splines over irregular meshes for geometry & displacement 



gIGA -- what works:  2.      foliated trivariate manifolds



gIGA -- what works: 3.        General Theorem

In any number of variables, (any degree),  for any smoothness,...
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IGA -- what needs work:  1. Elegant nested G-refinement

Subdivision, polar and singular  parameterization are nestedly refinable:



IGA -- what needs work:  1. Elegant nested G-refinement

How to nestedly refine G-splines ?  (exists, but not yet elegant).

Subdivision, polar and singular  parameterization are nestedly refinable:



IGA -- what needs work:  2. Speed

Many good approaches for generating the stiffness matrix [Mantzaflaris, 
Juettler,.Sangalli, ..] but

Challenge:  real-time interactive cloth or volumetric for surgery simulation.



IGA -- what needs work:  3. Max-norm convergence

L2 perfect convergence (unless locking = smoothness too high) 

but not max-norm?  Approximation theory.



IGA -- what needs work:  4. Trimmed patches



IGA -- what needs work:  5. C1 for all trivariate manifolds

Not just foliated….

4 cubes meeting, …  (few cases)



IGA -- what needs work:  6. T-junctions



IGA -- what needs work:  6. T-junctions

T-splines (in fact all hierarchical splines) fail to produce a smooth 
parameterization for simple meshes (no irregularities)  with isolated single 
T-junctions  [KPP 16] !



IGA -- what needs work:  7. non-NURBS approaches

Do we gain from box-splines & co?



IGA -- what needs work:  7. non-NURBS approaches

Do we gain from box-splines & co?



IGA -- what needs work

1. Elegant nested G-refinement
2. Interactive speed for higher-order
3. Optimal max-norm convergence at irregularities
4. Trimmed patches
5. General C1 trivariate with irregularities
6. T-junctions
7. non-NURBS  box splines

Thank you



IGA -- what needs work:  6. T-junctions

T-splines (in fact all hierarchical splines) fail to produce a smooth 
parameterization for this simple mesh [KPP 16] !



IGA -- what needs work:  4. Trimmed patches

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sg4YOIngkeQ

